
ArabLab 2024, exhibition stand 530 

asecos presents the world of safe hazardous 

materials storage 

 
asecos, the global experts in hazardous materials storage and handling, is taking part in ArabLab in 

Dubai from 24 to 26 September. The company will be presenting its broad product portfolio for the 

safe storage of hazardous substances at stand 530. 

 

In addition to the Type 90 safety storage cabinets for flammable liquids and gases, the company's 

exhibition focal points also include the innovative Multirisk cabinet for the combined storage of 

different substances and the new ION-LINE product range for the safe storage and charging of 

lithium-ion batteries. 

 

The Multirisk cabinet: Turning three into one 

With the Multirisk safety storage cabinet, asecos presents the future of hazardous substance storage 

in the laboratory. In everyday laboratory work, it is often the case that many different hazardous 

substances are used, but only in small quantities. Previously, this meant having to purchase various 

hazardous substance cabinets, but this is no longer necessary: the type 90-tested V-CLASSIC-90 

multirisk safety cabinet from asecos enables space-saving storage of flammable liquids, acids, alkalis 

and poisons directly at the workplace with maximum fire protection. This is made possible by a new 

cabinet design and an integrated, efficient ventilation system. This product innovation can be 

experienced live at ArabLab. 

 

High on the agenda: Safe handling of lithium batteries 

asecos will also be presenting the new ION-LINE family for the safe charging and storage of lithium 

batteries at the trade fair. Lithium batteries are modern, highly efficient energy storage devices and 

are therefore omnipresent these days. Although they are generally considered safe, damage and 

improper handling can make them unstable, which increases the risk of danger, especially during 

charging. Because the demand for safe storage and charging options has risen and continues to rise 

in line with the spread of rechargeable batteries, asecos has designed the ION-LINE. These are type 

90 safety storage cabinets that offer fire protection from the outside in and - the primary protection 

objective here - from the inside out. 

 

The asecos experts on site will be happy to explain the functions and features of the products and 

are available to answer your questions at any time. You can also find further information at 

www.asecos.com. 

 

http://www.asecos.com/

